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The kinetics of the autoxidation of sixteen hydroquinones (QH2) (substituted 1,4-hydroquinones and
1,4-dihydroxynaphthalenes as well as 9,10-dihydroxyphenanthrene) were studied using the Clark electrode
technique in aqueous solution, pH 7.40, at 37 �C both with and without added superoxide dismutase (SOD).
QH2 oxidation occurs typically with a self-acceleration. A maximum rate of oxidation, RMAX, was found to be the
most indicative parameter characterizing QH2 oxidizability. A kinetic scheme of QH2 autoxidation was developed;
computer simulations carried out on the basis of this scheme reproduce the main kinetic features of the studied
process. QH2 autoxidation is suggested to be a free-radical chain process with semiquinone (Q��) and superoxide
(O2��) as chain-carrying species. The oxidation is initiated by reaction (1) Q � QH2→2Q�� � 2H�. The addition
of SOD results in two main effects: shifting the equilibrium (2) Q�� � O2 Q � O2�� (K2) to the right and
suppressing reaction (3) QH2 � O2��→Q�� � H2O2. The net effect of SOD depends basically on K2. When
K2 < 0.1, the addition of SOD results in stimulation of the oxidation; when K2 > 0.1, the more SOD inhibits the
oxidation, the higher K2. The concentration of SOD causing the 50%-effect on RMAX ([SOD]50), both inhibitory
and stimulatory, decreases dramatically when K2 increases. At [SOD] � [SOD]50 the rate of QH2 autoxidation is
definitively determined by the rate of reaction (1). For the majority of QH2, [SOD]50 is significantly less than
the physiological values of [SOD] and thus QH2 autoxidation in biological environment is expected to occur
in the above kinetically simple mode.

Introduction
Hydroquinones (QH2) are thermodynamically less stable at
neutral pH than the corresponding quinones (Q). However, Q
can be effectively converted into QH2 by several one- and
two-electron mechanisms,1–3 so QH2 usually coexist with Q in
biological systems. Some QH2 may also be formed by enzymatic
hydroxylation of various aromatic compounds as well as by
biosynthesis (mainly ortho-hydroquinones), e.g. catecholamines
in animals, flavonoids and tannins in plants.

Many QH2 are highly reactive and thus play a remarkable
role in a variety of biologically significant processes. Autoxid-
ation is the most characteristic reaction of QH2. Although
kinetic studies of QH2 autoxidation have received much
attention in the literature,1–15 the data obtained are often con-
tradictory. In various works, experiments have been performed
at different pH, temperatures, and starting concentrations of
QH2; this makes it possible to compare the reactivity of various
compounds within a single work only. As a rule, authors report
the rate of oxidation determined only at a single concentration
of QH2. Sometimes it is difficult to understand from the text
which rate of the process, initial or maximum, has been
reported. Under these circumstances, many subtle details of the
process remain unnoticed. The recent study on the autoxidation
of non-substituted 1,4-hydroquinone 7 is among uncommon
exceptions. In many cases, the oxidation of QH2 has been
studied under conditions of their concomitant formation by the
enzymatic 11,13,16 or chemical 3,4 reduction of Q. In doing so, the
acting concentrations of QH2 and Q are commonly known with
a poor accuracy.

Although the principle products of QH2 autoxidation, the
corresponding Q and H2O2, are well known, there is no
consensus on the mechanism of the process under consider-
ation. In the majority of works, autoxidation is considered
to be triggered by direct interaction of QH2 with molecular
oxygen.

Meantime, reaction (0) is spin-restricted and thus expected to

QH2 � O2 → Q�� � O2�� � 2H� (0)

be extremely slow under physiological conditions.7,15 Alter-
natively, the oxidation of QH2 by molecular oxygen is con-
sidered as a catalytic process. Transition metals have been often
documented as catalysts of oxidation.15 However, the presence
of transition metals as catalysts is not imperative to the occur-
rence of the oxidation. Q, being a product of QH2 oxidation,
can serve as a catalyst along with transition metals. This has
been evidenced by the fact that autoxidation of many QH2

occurs with a visible self-acceleration 5,7,14 and may be also
accelerated by adding Q.5,7 This suggests that the process is
likely triggered by the reaction (1).

QH2 � Q → Q�� � Q�� � 2H� (1)

Meanwhile, the main factors determining the oxidizability of
QH2 remain unknown. Repeated attempts have been under-
taken to correlate the oxidizability of QH2 with their one-
electron reduction potential E(Q��/QH2)

1,2 and two-electron
reduction potential E(Q/QH2).

17 These attempts have had only
moderate success and many compounds dropped out of the
correlation. This is a reason why some authors 1,11 have come to
the conclusion that QH2 oxidizability does not correlate with
any reduction potential. While it has been repeatedly specu-
lated 3,7 that the rate of QH2 autoxidation is controlled by the
rate of reaction (1), this idea has not yet been experimentally
supported.

In this work, the Clark electrode technique has been used to
study in detail the kinetics of oxygen consumption during the
autoxidation of sixteen hydroquinones (compounds 1–16);
seven of them have been studied for the first time. Special atten-
tion has been paid to the effect of superoxide dismutase (SOD),
bearing in mind the oxidation of hydroquinones under in vivo
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conditions. Computer simulations have allowed us to elucidate
many kinetic details of this process. In particular, it has been
found that the rate of oxidation is basically determined by the
rate of reaction (1) and only moderately depends on other fac-
tors when the oxidation occurs in the presence of physiological
concentrations of SOD.

Experimental
Of the hydroquinones (QH2) studied in this work 6, 11 and 13
were purchased from Aldrich; 10 was obtained from Sigma; 3
was a gift from H. B. Stegmann. All the other QH2 were pre-
pared from the corresponding quinone (Q). Quinones 1, 5, 8, 14
and 16 were purchased from Aldrich; 12 was purchased from
Sigma; 2 from Merck; 9 from Lancaster; 7 and 15 were obtained
from Fluka; 4 from EGA Chemie. The above Q were converted
into QH2 by reduction with sodium tetrahydroborate in tetra-
hydrofuran or with Zn powder in acetic acid using the standard
procedures. With the exception of compound 10, both pur-
chased and synthesized QH2 were purified by recrystallization
from an appropriate solvent or using a silica gel (40–100 µm)
column with CHCl3 as an eluent. Superoxide dismutase from
bovine erythrocytes with activity of 4000–7000 U mg�1 was
purchased from Sigma. Sodium phosphates, NaH2PO4 and
Na2HPO4, of the highest grade, used to prepare buffer solution,
were purchased from Merck.

Aqueous solutions were prepared with doubly distilled water.
Experiments were performed at 37.0 ± 0.1 �C with 50 mM
phosphate buffer, pH 7.40 ± 0.02 (unless otherwise indicated),
which was prepared by mixing 50 mM solutions of NaH2PO4

and Na2HPO4 without adding any acid or base. Solutions of
the individual phosphates used for the buffer preparation were
purged from traces of transition metals by Chelex-100 resin

(Bio-Rad) using a batch method. Stock solutions of QH2 were
prepared with acid aqueous methanol under argon atmosphere
and stored no longer than one day at �25 �C.

The kinetics of oxygen consumption accompanying QH2

autoxidation were studied with a 5300 Oxygen Biological
Monitor (Yellow Springs Instruments Co., USA) equipped
with a Clark electrode as a sensor. Runs were started by adding
QH2 stock solution. The rate of oxygen consumption was cal-
culated from the slope of [O2] traces. The protocols describing
preparation of solutions and kinetic studies of oxygen
consumption have been given in more detail in our previous
publications.5,18–21

Kinetic computer simulations were performed using the
program ‘Kinetics’ (based on the Gear method) elaborated by
A. Sokolov and I. Utkin.

Results and discussion
Shape of [O2] traces

Most typically, QH2 autoxidation develops with a pronounced
auto-acceleration. The kinetics of oxygen uptake accompany-
ing this process are schematically presented in Fig. 1. Two types
of [O2] traces have been observed. The S-shaped traces (plot 1)
are most characteristic of QH2 oxidation in the presence of
SOD. At the early stage, the process develops sometimes so
slowly that some authors 7,12 write about a lag phase. Since the
duration of the lag-phase is a somewhat vague value, compli-
cated to determine both experimentally and theoretically, it
seems more rational to repudiate of this in favor of the inflec-
tion point (IP), when the rate of oxidation reaches a maximum
value, RMAX. A trace of the S-type may be characterized by
RMAX, the position of IP, the period of time required to arrive
at IP (tIP), as well as by conversion at IP (cIP) (Fig. 1). The latter
varies from zero to the theoretically maximum value of 50%
(see below). Sometimes traces of the (�)-type (plot 2) are
observed, when the rate of oxidation decreases from the very
beginning; in this case RMAX coincides with the initial rate.
Meanwhile, the theoretical consideration given below shows
that there is no fundamental difference between traces of the
S- and (�)-type. When we deal with traces of the (�)-type, IP
is actually reached so fast and at such low conversion that it
cannot be experimentally detected. However, this can always
be done by computer simulation. Typically, the mole ratio
of the total oxygen consumed to QH2 oxidized is nearly 1 :1
(Fig. 2).

The relationship between the kinetics of oxidation and
hydroquinone structure

The values of RMAX determined during the oxidation of various
QH2 under ‘standard’ conditions (37 �C, pH 7.4, [QH2] = 100

Fig. 1 Types of [O2] traces observed during the autoxidation of QH2.
Plot 1—an S-shaped trace ((S)-type); symbol � shows the position of
the inflection point (IP); cIP is a conversion at IP; tIP is the time required
to reach IP. Plot 2—a trace with a progressively reduced rate of oxygen
uptake ((�)-type).
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µM) are listed in Table 1. Table 1 also reports the type of trace
observed and the effect of SOD addition expressed as
(RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0 where (RMAX)0 is RMAX without SOD and
(RMAX)SOD is that in the presence of SOD, taken at the concen-
tration at which RMAX attains the ultimate value (maximum
when SOD stimulates the oxidation and minimum when SOD
inhibits the oxidation). In the absence of SOD the oxidation of
non-substituted 1,4-hydroquinone QH2 1 occurs very slowly, as
has been earlier reported.3,7 The presence of one, two, or three
alkyl substituents (QH2 2, 3, 5–8 and 11) results in a moderate

Fig. 2 Effect of SOD on the kinetics of the oxidation of 100 µM QH2

2 (A) and 50 µM QH2 14 (B) in phosphate buffer, pH 7.40, at 37 �C.
Figures at traces mean SOD concentration in U ml�1.

Table 1 Effect of SOD on the kinetics of the oxidation of 100 µM
hydroquinones in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.40, at 37 �C

RMAX/nM s�1 b

QH2
a �SOD (RMAX)0 �SOD (RMAX)SOD

c
(RMAX)SOD/
(RMAX)0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

3 ± 1 (�)
12 ± 2 (�)

6.5 ± 1.5 (�)
2.5 ± 1 e

10 ± 2 (�)
12 ± 2 (S)
15 ± 2 (S)

6.5 ± 1.5 (�)
710 ± 50 (S)
880 ± 70 (�)

14.5 ± 2.0 (S)
55 ± 4 (S)

3000 ± 150 (S)
2500 ± 120 (S)

12000 ± 1000 f

>8600 g (�)

550 (S) d

250 ± 15 (S)
145 ± 10 (S)
2.5 ± 1 e

46 ± 4 (S)
45 ± 4 (S)
60 ± 4 (S)
28 ± 3 (S)

1030 ± 80 (S)
110 ± 10 (S)
22 ± 2 (S)

140 ± 10 (S)
4200 ± 200 (S)
1070 ± 80 (S)

>12000 f

>5900 g (S)

180
20
22
~1
4.6
3.8
4.0
4.3
1.5
0.13
1.5
2.5
1.4
0.43

>1
~0.7

a Structures of QH2 are given in the text. b Values of RMAX mean ±SD
from three or more independent experiments; (�) and (S) indicate the
type of [O2] traces (see text). c Determined at the optimal concentration
of SOD (see text). d Taken from ref. 7. e (RMAX)0 = 21 ± 3 nM s�1

(�) and (RMAX)SOD = 67 ± 5 nM s�1 (S) when determined at pH 8.2.
f (RMAX)0 = 390 ± 25 nM s�1 (�) and (RMAX)SOD = 780 ± 60 nM s�1 (S)
when determined at pH 4.7. g Only estimated because of poor stability
of stock solution.

increase in RMAX. QH2 4, with a bulky substituent, oxidizes
4–5-fold slower than its non-hindered analogs QH2 2 and QH2

3 (Table 1). The addition of SOD causes a pronounced increase
in RMAX, being also accompanied by alteration of the shape of
[O2] traces from the (�)- to S-type for non-substituted 1,4-
hydroquinone QH2 1 and monoalkyl-substituted hydro-
quinones, and by slight alteration for dialkyl-substituted
hydroquinones (Fig. 2). As seen from Fig. 2, the increase in
RMAX may go together with the reduction of the rate of oxygen
consumption at the early stage of the process. By contrast to
oxidation without SOD, RMAX during oxidation in the presence
of SOD decreases dramatically with the increase in the number
of alkyl-substituents (Table 1).

1,4-Hydroquinones QH2 9, QH2 10, and QH2 12, possessing
strong electron-donating groups, display rather high oxidiz-
ability even in the absence of SOD. Adding SOD stimulates
moderately the oxidation of QH2 9 and QH2 12, but markedly
inhibits that of QH2 10 (Table 1). All the tested 1,4-
dihydroxynaphthalenes QH2 13, QH2 14, and QH2 15 as well as
9,10-dihydroxyphenanthrene QH2 16 show generally much
higher susceptibility to oxidation than substituted 1,4-hydro-
quinones. SOD displays a moderate influence on the rate of
oxidation of the compounds belonging to this group (Table 1).

As mentioned in the Introduction section, the comparison
between the kinetic observations obtained in this work and
those reported in the literature is rather complicated. However,
some qualitative coincidences can be noted. In agreement with
our data, ref. 3 has reported that the oxidizability of methyl-
substituted 1,4-hydroquinones increases with the increase in the
number of methyl groups from zero to three and the rate of the
autoxidation of these QH2 is stimulated by SOD. The general
tendency of SOD to inhibit or stimulate QH2 autoxidation,
which has been reported in the literature 1,2,3,9 and observed in
this work, is not generally in conflict. In both cases, the bound-
ary, where the inhibition gives way to stimulation, is located
nearby E(O2/O2��) = �155 mV. Meanwhile, it is not always
possible to write unambiguously about the stimulating or
inhibiting effect of SOD; sometimes the increase in RMAX with
addition of SOD is accompanied by visible inhibition of the
oxidation at the early stage, as exemplified by Fig. 2A for QH2

2. Similar behavior was also observed for non-substituted 1,4-
dihydroxynaphthalene QH2 13, both in our work (not shown)
and in ref. 12.

Factors affecting the kinetics of hydroquinone oxidation

As it has been well documented in this (Table 1) and previous
works,1,3,9 the addition of SOD may cause both stimulatory and
inhibitory effects on QH2 oxidation. No matter what the char-
acter of the SOD effect is, this tends to the saturation with
[SOD] (Fig. 3). The region of [SOD] where a significant change
in RMAX is observed varies over a wide range depending on QH2

structure. For example, the SOD concentration which provides
50% of the extreme effect, [SOD]50, has been found to be of
ca. 300 U ml�1 for the oxidation of 100 µM 1 (estimated on the
basis of the data reported in ref. 7), 85 ± 10 U ml�1 for 100 µM
2, 2.8 ± 0.3 U ml�1 for 100 µM 5, 1.5 ± 0.2 U ml�1 for 50 µM 10,
and 0.25 ± 0.05 U ml�1 for 50 µM 14. Among other things, we
can notice that [SOD]50 decreases dramatically with the increase
in number of methyl substituents in 1,4-hydroquinone. With
1,4-hydroquinone QH2 1, as well as with mono- and dialkyl-
substituted 1,4-hydroquinones, the increase of [SOD] results in
progressive displacement of IP in the direction of its maximum
position (corresponding to 50% conversion) as exemplified by
Fig. 2.

With all the studied hydroquinones, RMAX increases with pH
(not shown), which correlates with a similar effect for the con-
stant of equilibrium (1) reported in ref. 22. Depending on QH2

structure and SOD added, the pH effect on RMAX varies in the
vicinity of pH 7.4 within the range from 2.7 to 4.5% per 0.01
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Fig. 3 Effect of SOD on RMAX during the oxidation of QH2: A, 100 µM 2; B, 100 µM 5; C, 50 µM 10; D, 50 µM QH2 14. Conditions are: phosphate
buffer, pH 7.4, 37 �C.

pH unit. Elevation of temperature stimulates the oxidation;
RMAX typically doubles per 10 �C increase (not shown).

Adding Q, a principle product of QH2 autoxidation, at a
concentration that is only a small fraction of the initial concen-
tration of QH2, produces typically a moderate, if any, stimu-
latory effect on the rate of oxidation. If we deal with [O2] traces
of the (S)-type, the addition of a low concentration of Q
reduces the period of time, tIP, required to reach IP (shortening
lag period); for example, addition of 5 µM Q 2 to 100 µM QH2

2 results in the decrease of tIP from 9 to 5 min. By contrast,
when QH2 oxidation displays [O2] traces of the (�)-type, the
addition of Q does not cause any change in RMAX (not shown).

Fig. 4 Concentration effects on RMAX during the oxidation of various
QH2 in the absence of SOD (A) and at optimal SOD concentration
different for different QH2 (B) (see text and Fig. 3). Conditions are: 50
mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 37 �C. Labels on plots are QH2 comp-
pound numbers.

Most typically, RMAX increases directly with [QH2] when QH2

is oxidized in the absence of SOD (Fig. 4A). When the oxid-
ation occurs with added SOD, RMAX has been found to be
nearly proportional to [QH2]

2 (Fig. 4B).

Kinetic computer simulation

Kinetic scheme. The autoxidation of QH2 may be described
by Scheme 1. As Scheme 1 suggests, QH2 autoxidation is a

QH2 � O2 → Q�� � O2�� � 2H� (0)
QH2 � Q Q�� � Q�� � 2H� (1) (�1) K1 = k1/2k�1

Q�� � O2 Q � O2�� (2) (�2) K2 = k2/k�2

QH2 � O2�� → Q�� � H2O2 (3) k3

O2�� � O2�� � 2H� → O2 � H2O2 (4) 2k4

Q�� � O2�� � 2H� → Q � H2O2 (5) k5

O2�� � O2�� � (SOD) � 2H� →
O2 � H2O2 (6) k6

Scheme 1

chain (cyclic) process with semiquinone (Q��) and superoxide
(O2��) as chain propagating species. Reaction (0), as it has been
indicated in the Introduction section, is spin forbidden and its
role under physiological conditions can be neglected. Autoxid-
ation is really initiated by reaction (1). At least traces of Q are
necessary to start the process; this seems to be always realistic
since small amounts of Q are present even in thoroughly puri-
fied QH2 samples. QH2 and oxygen are consumed via reactions
(1) and (2), respectively. The former is also consumed via reac-
tion (3) in the absence of SOD. Q is produced in reaction (2)
and probably in reaction (5). The addition of SOD results in the
decrease in the steady-state concentration of O2�� and hence
the decrease in the contribution of reactions (�2), (3) and (5).
As for reaction (4), it is too slow at neutral pH 23 to play any
significant role even in the absence of SOD. The scheme pre-
dicts the 1 :1 :1 :1 stoichiometry for the consumption of QH2

and oxygen, and accumulation of Q and H2O2. The latter may
be considered as a basis for the various methods of monitoring
QH2 oxidation.

Rate constants for individual stages. Before the results of the
simulation are presented, we should consider the availability of
the information on rate constants for the individual stages (in
M�1 s�1) included in Scheme 1. The rate constants for the
majority of these reactions are pH-dependent, as they occur
both with protonated and deprotonated forms, for example
with QH2, QH� and Q2� for hydroquinones. This is one reason
why rate constants used in this work are only effective values;
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they are given at physiological pH 7.4 throughout the text. Mid-
point, one-electron reduction potentials used in this work are
also pH-dependent; they are commonly given at pH 7.0. The
values of 2k4 (2 × 105 23) and k6 (2 × 109—the average value for
numerous determinations 24) are evidently independent of QH2

structure. The constant for equilibrium (2), K2 = k2/k�2, is
definitively determined by the position of one-electron reduc-
tion potential E(Q/Q��) relative to E(O2/O2��) = �155 mV; 25,26

in particular, K2 = 1 if E(Q/Q��) is as much as �155 mV. The
rate constants k2 and k�2 at neutral pH are related by the
expression 2k2k�2 ≈ 1 × 1014–1 × 1015, as may be estimated on
the basis of data reported in refs. 3, 25–27. For the majority of
Q��, 2k�1 has been found to be nearly 1 × 108; 1,28 2k�1 has been
reported to be significantly lower only for a few Q�� such as
aziridinyl- 29 and methoxy-substituted Q��.28 The information
on k3 in the literature is rather poor and conflicting; a typical
value of k3 is 1 × 105.30–32 From general considerations, k3 is
expected to increase when the reduction potential E(Q��/QH2)
decreases. A value of k5 for the reaction of cross-dismutation
(5) is not known. Fortunately, it is not so important for simu-
lations since in most cases the variations in k3 and k5 result
in only moderate, if any, effects on the kinetics. In the further
simulations k5 is assumed to be of the order 1 × 108.

As will be shown below, QH2 oxidation in the presence of a
high enough concentration of SOD, typical of real biological
environment, occurs in the mode where the rate of the process is
almost definitively determined by the rate of reaction (1). Until
recently, the information on k1 under physiological conditions
(at neutral pH) has been very poor. Our recent work,22 where k1

was determined for several Q/QH2 couples, has partly elimin-
ated this gap. The known values of k1 are listed in Table 2. The
most general way to determine k1 is based on eqn. (7). K1 can be

K1 = k1/2k�1 (7)

determined by EPR from the steady-state concentration of Q��

in the mixture of Q and QH2.
22,34,36 In turn, 2k�1 can be directly

determined from the kinetics of Q�� decay by the pulse radioly-

Table 2 Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters determining the
kinetics of hydroquinone oxidation

QH2
a

E(Q/Q��)/
mV b

E(Q��/QH2)/
mV b

∆E1/
mV c

k1/
M�1 s�1 d

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

�78
�23
nd

�32 f

�80
�74
�67
nd

�150
�232 j

�165
�110
�140
�203
�36

�124

�448 e

�414 e

nd
�453 e

�363 e

�430
�420

nd
�187 e

<282 k

�385
�290
�238 e

�190
nd

�178 n

�370
�391
�395
�485
�443
�504 g

�487 g

�428
�337

nd
�550 g

�399
�380
�393 g

nd
�302 g

1300
450
290

3
50
6.3 h

9.3 i

30
800

nd
1.1 l

140
1400
520 m

nd
7800 o

nd = Not determined. a Structures of QH2 are given in the text. b At
25 �C and pH 7.0, taken from refs. 3 and 33 unless otherwise indicated.
c At 25 �C and pH 7.0, taken from ref. 22 unless otherwise indicated.
d At 37 �C and pH 7.40; taken from ref. 22 unless otherwise indicated.
e Taken from ref. 22. f Taken from ref. 34. g Calculated from E1 and E2.
h Calculated from ∆E1 in combination with 2k�1 = 1.55 × 108 M�1 s�1.28

i Calculated from ∆E1 in combination with 2k�1 = 1.20 × 108 M�1 s�1.28

j Assumed to be equal to that reported for the quinone produced from
TOPA.35 k Taken from ref. 5. l Calculated from ∆E1 in combination with
2k�1 = 1.55 × 108 M�1 s�1.28 m Calculated from ∆E1 in combination with
2k�1 = 2 × 108 M�1 s�1.3 n Taken from ref. 11. o Calculated from ∆E1

assuming that 2k�1 is as much as 1 × 108 M�1 s�1.

sis technique.22 If K1 has not been measured directly, it may be
estimated from the difference of one-electron reduction poten-
tials, eqn. (8) by using the Nernst equation (9), where ∆E1 is

∆E1 = E(Q/Q��) � E(Q��/QH2) (8)

ln K1 = α∆E1 (9)

given in mV and coefficient α depends on temperature
(α = 0.0389 mV�1 at 25 �C and 0.0374 mV�1 at 37 �C).

The comparison between the simulated and experimental [O2]

traces. Prior to the study of fine kinetic details of QH2 aut-
oxidation, we should make sure that the procedure of simu-
lation based on Scheme 1 is capable of reproducing the kinetic
curves observed experimentally. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
The plots presented in Fig. 5A were simulated with the kinetic
parameters reported in the literature for QH2 2. The com-
parison of [O2] traces presented in Fig. 5A with those in Fig. 2A
suggests that the simulation reasonably reproduces the main
features of experimental traces—going from a trace of (�)-type
to traces of S-type when SOD is added; the increase in RMAX

with [SOD]; a progressive shifting of IP in the direction of
higher conversion as [SOD] increases. Moreover, the simulated
quantitative characteristics of the process are also found to be
in reasonable agreement with those determined experimentally.
Among other things, the simulated values of RMAX in the
absence of SOD and at [SOD]→∞, 17.4 and 1120 nM s�1,
respectively (Fig. 5A), are not much different from experi-
mental values, 12.5 nM s�1 (no SOD) and 250 nM s�1 (900 U
ml�1 SOD) (Fig. 2A). The plots presented in Fig. 5B were simu-
lated with kinetic parameters reported for QH2 14. When the
simulated plots (Fig. 5B) are compared with experimental ones

Fig. 5 Effect of SOD on the kinetics of QH2 autoxidation as simu-
lated on the basis of Scheme 1 with kinetic parameters reported for QH2

2 (A) and QH2 14 (B). Dotted lines show kinetic curves at [SOD]→∞.
Figures on traces indicate SOD concentration given in M. Rate con-
stants are given in M�1 s�1. Kinetic parameters taken in the simulations
were for A: [QH2]0 = 100 µM; [Q]0 = 0.3 µM; [O2]0 = 200 µM; k1 = 450; 22

2k�1 = 1.35 × 108; 28 k2 = 1.1 × 106; 27 k�2 = 7.6 × 108; 27 k3 = 2 × 104

(assumed); 2k4 = 2 × 105; 23 k5 = 2 × 108 (assumed); k6 = 2 × 109.24 For B:
[QH2]0 = 50 µM; [Q]0 = 0.1 µM; [O2]0 = 200 µM; k1 = 520 (see Table 1);
2k�1 = 2 × 108; 3 k2 = 2.4 × 108; 27 k�2 = 3.8 × 107; 27 k3 = 1 × 105

(assumed); k5 = 2 × 108 (assumed); 2k4 and k6 are the same as in the case
of A.
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(Fig. 2B), we can highlight again their reasonable similarity. In
all cases, adding SOD results in slowing down the oxidation
(decrease in RMAX and shifting IP to longer times). Significantly,
the simulation predicts that the effective SOD concentrations in
the case of QH2 14 are two orders of magnitude less than that
of QH2 2, which is in accordance with the experiment (Fig. 2
and 3). As with QH2 14, a reasonable agreement between the
simulated and experimental values of RMAX is observed: 1130
nM s�1 at [SOD] = 0 and 325 nM s�1 at [SOD]→∞ (simulation,
Fig. 5B); 1360 nM s�1 at [SOD] = 0 and 440 nM s�1 at 10 U ml�1

SOD (experiment, Fig. 2B). In conclusion, the simulations on
the basis of Scheme 1 using the reported rate constants for
individual stages are able to predict, at least semi-quantitatively,
the kinetics of QH2 oxidation and influence of SOD on the
process.

Now we can enter into a more detailed consideration of the
main factors affecting the kinetics of QH2 oxidation.

Effect of SOD concentration. As is evident from Scheme 1,
purging the system of O2�� by SOD results in the shift of
the equilibrium (2) to the right, as well as in inhibiting reac-
tions (3) and (5). The net effect of SOD addition on the
oxidation may be either stimulatory or inhibitory. The value
of K2 is a key factor, which determines the character of the
SOD effect. To a first approximation, the boundary value of
K2, where the stimulatory action of SOD becomes inhibitory, is
expected to be near 1. In turn, K2 is uniquely determined by the
one-electron reduction potential E(Q/Q��), K2 being equal to 1
when E(Q/Q��) = E(O2/O2��) = �155 mV.33 As may be inferred
from comprising the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 and has
been repeatedly suggested in the literature,1,3 the alteration of
the character of the SOD effect from stimulatory to inhibitory
does occur near E(Q/Q��) = �155 mV. The (RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0

ratio, which quantitatively characterizes the SOD effect,
increases progressively with E(Q/Q��) (Tables 1 and 2).
The additional information may be obtained using kinetic
simulation (Fig. 6). The simulation predicts the following
effects:

(i) The boundary value of K2, where the SOD effect changes
its sign from positive to negative, is shifted from 1 to nearly 0.1.
This is associated with the fact that adding SOD not only shifts
equilibrium (2) to the right, but this is also accompanied by
inhibition of reactions (3) and (5).

(ii) The accelerating effect of SOD in the region of K2 < 0.1 is
generally more pronounced than the inhibitory effect, which is
observed at K2 > 0.1 (see also Fig. 3). In the region of K2 < 0.1,

Fig. 6 The influence of K2 on (RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0 (plot 1) and [SOD]50

(plot 2) during the oxidation of 100 µM QH2 containing 1 µM Q as
simulated on the base of Scheme 1. Parameters are (rate constants are
given in M�1 s�1; the references are given in the text): k1 = 300;
2k�1 = 1 × 108; k2k�2 = 1 × 1014; k3 = 1 × 105; 2k4 = 2 × 105; k5 = 1 × 108;
k6 = 2 × 109; [O2] = 200 µM.

the higher (RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0, the lower K2 (Fig. 6). This is in
reasonable agreement with the experimental data (Tables 1 and
2). When K2 exceeds 0.1, the opposite tendency is observed—
(RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0 decreases with increasing K2.

(iii) [SOD]50 decreases dramatically with K2, but the effect
becomes less pronounced as K2 increases (Fig. 6, plot 2). When
K2 > 103, [SOD]50 ceases to depend on K2 and tends to the limit
of ca. 5 × 10�10 M (about 0.04 U ml�1). The latter is in reason-
able agreement with experimentally determined values of
[SOD]50 for QH2 14 (0.25 U ml�1, Fig. 3D) and 0.02 U
ml�1 reported in ref. 37 for 2,3-dimethyl-1,4-dihydroxy-
naphthalene.

(iv) The positions of the plots of (RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0 and
[SOD]50 against K2 presented in Fig. 6 are not universal; they
depend somewhat on several parameters, with k1 and QH2 con-
centration giving the most significant effect. For instance, when
k1 alters from 300 M�1 s�1 to 3000 M�1 s�1, (RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0

increases from 0.0675 to 0.230 (at K2 = 100); when [QH2] alters
from 100 µM to 10 µM, (RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0 changes from 137
to 21.4 and [SOD]50 changes from 1.0 × 10�5 M to 1.3 × 10�7 M
(at K2 = 1 × 10�4). However, a variation of kinetic parameters
within reasonable limits does not change the general kinetic
picture.

(v) Starting with the hydroquinones for which K2 exceeds ca.
0.001 (this nearly corresponds to E1(Q/Q��) = �20 mV),
[SOD]50 is predicted to be less than 5 × 10�7 M, a value lower
than the common concentration of SOD in tissues in vivo
(10�5–10�6 M 38,39). Among other things, this means that the
kinetic information on the autoxidation of the majority of QH2

has a relevance to biological problems only when the process is
studied in the presence of SOD.

The simulations predict that when QH2 autoxidation occurs
in the presence of a high enough concentration of SOD ([SOD]
� [SOD]50), the position of the IP is always located near 50%
conversion and RMAX is almost definitively determined by the
rate of reaction (1), resulting in eqn. (10), and only moderately

RMAX = 0.25k1 × [QH2]0
2 (10)

depends on any other factor. By way of illustration, we consider
how RMAX depends on [O2] (Table 3). It is seen that RMAX only
moderately decreases with [O2] in going [O2] from 200 µM,
typical of kinetic laboratory test, to 20 µM, typical of tissues
in vivo. This holds true even at 0.2 µM O2 (which corresponds
to a very severe hypoxia) provided that K2 exceeds 100 (E1(Q/
Q��) < �270 mV). This observation permits almost direct
extrapolation of the kinetic information on QH2 oxidation (in
the presence of SOD only!) obtained via a routine laboratory
test to the in vivo conditions.

Fig. 7 shows how RMAX depends on QH2 concentration at
various modes of the process. The relationship between RMAX

and [QH2] may be given by the general equation (11), where

RMAX ~ [QH2]
n (11)

n varies from 0.5 to 2 depending on the kinetic situation. With-

Table 3 The effect of [O2] on RMAX during the oxidation of 100 µM
QH2 in the presence of 1 × 10�6 M SOD at various values of K2 as
simulated on the basis of Scheme 1. All the other kinetic parameters are
as given in the legend to Fig. 6

RMAX/nM s�1

[O]2/µM K2 = 0.01 K2 = 1 K2 = 100

200
20
2
0.2

744
347
48.4
5.03

766
759
484
75.9

767
767
761
506
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out SOD, RMAX increases basically directly with [QH2] (Fig. 7,
plot 1) as has been observed experimentally (Fig. 4A). When
SOD is added and K2 is not too low, RMAX increases nearly
proportionally to [QH2]

2 over a wide range of [QH2] in accor-
dance with the observations presented in Fig. 4B (Fig. 7,
plot 3). When SOD is added, but K2 is very low, RMAX is pro-
portional to [QH2]

2 at low concentrations of QH2 and to
[QH2]

0.5 when [QH2] is high enough (Fig. 7, plot 2). A plot of
this kind was reported in ref. 7 for the oxidation of non-
substituted 1,4-hydroquinone QH2 1 (K2 = 5 × 10�5 27) in the
presence of high concentrations of SOD. Each index of
power in eqn. (11) (0.5, 1 or 2) corresponds to a certain path of
chain termination: n = 0.5 means that the chain termination
occurs mainly by reaction (�1); when n = 1, chain termination
occurs by cross-dismutation (reaction (5)); n = 2 corresponds to
the situation when reaction (6) is the main way for the decay
of O2�� and Q�� does not participate in termination. The latter
case seems to be of most biological significance. Additionally,
this mode can be described by a very simple kinetic scheme,
which includes only three reactions, (1), (2) and (6).

The correlation between RMAX and rate constants for
compropotionation of hydroquinone and quinone

It has been demonstrated that the maximum rate of the pro-
cess is definitively determined by the rate of comproportiona-
tion between Q and QH2 (reaction (1)) if QH2 oxidation
occurs at a high enough concentration of SOD. Moreover,
this mode of the process is suggested to be the most realistic
in biological systems under in vivo conditions. Fig. 8 depicts
the correlation between RMAX determined at the optimal con-
centration of SOD (when SOD effect is saturated, see Fig. 3)
and k1. As we might expect, log RMAX shows a reasonably
linear correlation with log k1 (r2 = 0.935) without considering
data for QH2 6, QH2 7 and QH2 11. The slope of the plot
was found to be as much as 1.02 ± 0.04; this means that
RMAX is proportional to the rate of reaction (1), with other
factors being almost negligible. The most probable reason
why QH2 6, QH2 7 and QH2 11 drop out from the correlation
is that values of k1 for these compounds have not been previ-
ously determined, but estimated from the difference of one-
electron reduction potentials ∆E1 = E(Q/Q��) � E(Q��/QH2).
There are grounds to suspect that the values of E(Q��/QH2)
for QH2 6, QH2 7 and QH2 11, reported in the single work 40

and not confirmed by other publications, are somewhat over-

Fig. 7 [QH2] plots of RMAX during the oxidation of QH2 simulated on
the basis of Scheme 1 under various conditions (rate constants are given
in M�1 s�1): Plot 1, k1 = 1000; K2 = 1 × 10�4; [O2] = 200 µM; [SOD] = 0.
Plot 2, the same as plot 1 with the exception that [SOD] = 1 × 10�5 M.
Plot 3, the same as plot 1 with the exception that k1 = 3000; K2 = 1 and
[SOD] = 1 × 10�6 M. All the other parameters are as indicated in the
legend to Fig. 6.

estimated.† This may result in underestimating k1 calculated
in this work by using eqns. (7)–(9).

The above correlation can be used to predict the oxidizability
of other QH2 based on their reduction potentials. For example,
elevated oxidizability of several QH2

1,2 combines with elevated
values of ∆E1. 1,4,5,8-Tetrahydroxynaphthalene (E(Q/Q��) =
�110 mV,33 E(Q��/QH2) = �15 mV,41 and hence ∆E1 = �95
mV), 2,3-dimethoxy-1,4-dihydroxynaphthalene (E(Q/Q��) =
�240 mV,3 E(Q��/QH2) = �90 mV,3 and hence ∆E1 = �130
mV), and adriamycin (E(Q/Q��) = �341 mV,3 E(Q��/
QH2) = �272 mV,41 and hence ∆E1 = �70 mV) are some such
examples. In turn, the correlation under consideration may be
used to estimate one-electron reduction potentials from the rate
of hydroquinone autoxidation determined in the presence of
a high enough concentration of SOD. This approach is likely to
be applicable to the oxidation of substrates other than QH2, for
instance ascorbate.22

Conclusion
QH2 autoxidation is a chain autocatalytic process, with Q being
a catalyst. When [SOD] is high enough (at physiological level),
the autoxidation can be described by a very simple kinetic
scheme including only three reactions, (1), (2), and (6). Under
these conditions, the rate of the process increases with conver-
sion and peaks at about 50% conversion. The maximal rate of
autoxidation is definitively determined by the rate of compro-

Fig. 8 The correlation between RMAX determined when 100 µM QH2 is
oxidized in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.40, at 37 �C in the presence
of the optimal concentration of SOD (see text for more detail) and the
rate constant for reaction (1). The values of RMAX and k1 were taken
from Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Labels at symbols represent QH2

compound numbers.

† As has been shown in our previous work,22 two one-electron reduc-
tion potentials, E(Q��/QH2) and E(Q/Q��), show excellent linear
correlation between each other, provided that both potentials have
been measured in the same organic solvent. It may be suggested that
this situation holds true in aqueous solution if we deal with a relatively
narrow group of compounds with non-polar substituents. The value of
E(Q/Q��) for three isomeric dimethylbenzo-1,4-quinones, QH2 5, QH2

6 and QH2 7, are very close to each other (Table 2). It could be expected
that E(Q��/QH2) for QH2 5, QH2 6 and QH27 would have similar
values. Contrary to the expectations, E(Q��/QH2) for QH2 6 and QH2 7
presented in Table 2 and used in the correlation (Fig. 8), exceed that of
QH2 5 by 55–60 mV. E(Q/Q��) for trimethyl-substituted QH2 11 has
been reported to be �165 mV, i.e. 85 mV more negative than that for
QH2 5 (Table 2). This suggests that E(Q��/QH2) for QH2 11 is signifi-
cantly less than that for QH2 5, contrary to data given in Table 2. It has
been estimated that decreasing E(Q��/QH2) for QH2 6 and QH2 7 by
about 40 mV and for QH2 11 by 70 mV relative to the figures presented
in Table 2 would be enough to fit the data for QH2 6, QH2 7 and QH2 11
into the linear correlation given in Fig. 8. The latter seems to be quite
realistic.
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portionation of QH2 with the corresponding Q (reaction (1)).
To a first approximation, the rate constant for reaction (1) is
determined by the difference between two reduction potentials
∆E1 = E(Q/Q��) � E(Q��/QH2). Within a realistic region of
QH2 concentrations, the rate of oxidation in the presence of
SOD is proportional to the square of QH2 concentration. Other
factors, including oxygen concentration, reactivity of Q��

and reactivity of QH2 towards O2��, have a very moderate, if
any, effect. The addition of SOD may either stimulate or inhibit
the autoxidation. Both the sign of SOD effect (stimulation or
inhibition) and its value (RMAX)SOD/(RMAX)0 are basically
determined by the reduction potential E1(Q/Q��). In contrast
to the oxidation of QH2 in the presence of SOD, the kinetics of
this process in the absence of SOD are a complex function of
many parameters. However, it should be noticed that this mode
of QH2 oxidation in fact bears no relation to the biological
situation. The kinetics of QH2 autoxidation under physiological
conditions (in the presence of SOD) may be predicted pro-
vided that E(Q/Q��) and k1 (or at least E(Q��/QH2)) are
known. Unfortunately, for many QH2(Q) of biological signifi-
cance k1 and E(Q��/QH2) are still unknown. This emphasizes
the need for determination of the above parameters in further
studies.
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